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esides that leftover filet mignon, consumers in many states can now take
their unfinished bottle of wine home,

too. Thirty-one states have passed “doggy-bag”
laws, also called brown-bag wine laws or recorking laws, allowing diners to take home partially consumed bottles of wine.
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“There’s always going to
be a liability issue so
the best we can do is to
follow the law to the ‘T’
so we protect ourselves
and our customers.”

for wine sales. “I view it as a positive,” he says. “With our wine list
everything is available by the glass
and the bottle. We noticed more
people will tend to buy a full bottle
knowing they can take the partial
home with them. We bring it up to
them and use it as a selling point
when we’re talking about bottle
selections,” says McMillan. His
customers are made up of hotel
guests and locals who

— Dennis Shaw, general manager of Lons at the
Hermosa Inn in Paradise Valley, Arizona

drive to the restaurant. And McMillan
has added a personal
touch to the “brown-bag”
experience: He puts the sealed and
bagged bottle in a rope-handled wine
bag with their logo and includes house-
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